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After twelve years as a successful corporate consultant, Ghanaian/

American Clinton Osei relocates to Ghana, West Africa to launch

the family enterprise of Boateng Osei Inc. (BOI). BOI sets

out to reclaim Ghana’s natural resources to benefit the larger

population. In the process they unknowingly become the target of

an international business cartel that is determined to neutralize BOI

members and gain control of the drilling rights to Ghana’s newly

discovered oil. To defend their family from the threat of the cartel

BOI has to devise a similar survival strategy to meet their enemy

head on.

In the midst of the conflict the younger generation learn of their

rich and complicated heritage, which includes the abduction and



enslavement of their royal ancestor to the Caribbean and then

America, with difficult and determined reconnection to their

homeland. During this journey selected family members are

recruited to carryout a mystical tradition and uphold the folklore of

once exiled Asante Chief Prempeh.
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From reader reviews:

Maria Casillas:

Now a day those who Living in the era where everything reachable by interact with the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not demand people to be aware of each information they get. How people
have to be smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book.
Studying a book can help individuals out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Gold Coast book
since this book offers you rich info and knowledge. Of course the details in this book hundred pct guarantees
there is no doubt in it you know.

John Bergeron:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading addiction give you
lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the book
which improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of reserve you read, if
you want get more knowledge just go with training books but if you want sense happy read one with theme
for entertaining including comic or novel. The particular Gold Coast is kind of book which is giving the
reader unpredictable experience.

Jack Rolfes:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you may have it in e-
book method, more simple and reachable. This particular Gold Coast can give you a lot of close friends
because by you taking a look at this one book you have matter that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This kind of book can be one of one step for you to get success. This reserve offer you
information that probably your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than some other make you to be great
people. So , why hesitate? Let's have Gold Coast.

Donald Edmond:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Gold Coast was vibrant and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Gold Coast has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until young
adults. For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there.
Therefore , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and relax. Try
to choose the best book for you and try to like reading that will.
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